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Abstract. At the first, the algorithm unifies the all of the pixel domain within the rectangular pixels 

to ),( βα . At the same time, it gave threshold valueγ  of the gradient amplitude. Then it calculates the 

gradient amplitude f∇  of each pixel. Finally, by comparing f∇  andγ , the isolated noise pixel is 

identified. For the noise pixel, we deal it with the median-filtering algorithm. And for the non-noise 

pixel, we remain them unchanged. So the algorithm did not lose the information of the original image. 

Introduction 

During the image generation, transmission and storage process, an image can easily produce a variety 

of image noise, because the limitations of sensors and other factors. Currently, there are many image 

filtering algorithms 
[1-4]

. At the same time image filtering is also widely applied in various industries
 

[5-7]
. Filtering algorithm is usually divided into linear filtering and nonlinear filtering. The linear 

filtering has low pass characteristics, after filtering the image is smoother, but the details and edge of 

the image became very vague. The typical algorithm of nonlinear filtering is median filtering 

algorithm. Median filtering can maintain a better effect for the isolated noise, however, the filtering 

capability will decline when the noise is a non-isolated pixel. Reference [2] combined the mean 

filtering with the adaptive median filtering, and improved the adaptive median filtering. It improved 

some of the filtering effect, but after filtering, each pixel is not the pixel before it is processed, so its 

information has been lost. This paper is on the basis of reference [2], proposed the image filtering 

algorithm based on the enlarged pixel domain. It only consider to filter the noises and the original 

information of non-noise pixels are reserved. 

Algorithm theory 

Vector gradient The basic idea of the image filtering algorithm based on the enlarged pixel domain 

is the identification and treatment of noise, among which the identification of noise is detecting the 

discontinuousness of gray value. If there is large difference gray value between a pixel and another, 

then we have reason to believe that the pixel is an isolated noise. The discontinuity of gray level is 

detected by the first derivative and second derivative. And the first derivative is the gradient. The 

gradient of a two-dimensional function ),( yxf is defined as the vector
 [8]
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The amplitude of the vector is: 
2/1222/122 ])/()/[(][)( yfxfGGfmagf yx ∂∂+∂∂=+=∇=∇                                                               (1) 

While calculating, it is often simplified as: 
22

yx GGf +=∇                                                                                                                              (2)             

or    |||| yx GGf +=∇                                                                                                                 (3) 
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The identification of an isolated noise In the space domain, assuming the size of an image is nm× , 

and ),( jif （ among which 1,...,2,1,0 −= mi ， and 1,...,2,1,0 −= nj ） is an any pixel before 

eliminating the noise in the image. In order to determine whether ),( jif  is a noise or not, according 

to the equation 2-3, we calculate the gradient between this pixel and the pixel in its neighborhood 

domain. The neighborhood domain of this pixel is a 33× matrix, and its layout is as follows:  
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                                                                                                      (4)  

The gradient amplitudes of ),( jif and all of the pixels in the 33× matrix are as follows: 

|)1,1(),(|1 −−−=∇ jifjiff                                                                                                              (5) 

|),1(),(|2 jifjiff −−=∇                                                                                                                  (6) 

|)1,1(),(|3 +−−=∇ jifjiff                                                                                                             (7) 

|)1,(),(|4 −−=∇ jifjiff                                                                                                                  (8) 

|)1,(),(|5 +−=∇ jifjiff                                                                                                                  (9)  

|)1,1(),(|6 −+−=∇ jifjiff                                                                                                            (10) 

|),1(),(|7 jifjiff +−=∇                                                                                                                (11)      

|)1,1(),(|8 ++−=∇ jifjiff                                                                                                            (12)   

For the threshold valueα , if the above gradient amplitude satisfies: α≤∇∑
=

8

1i

if                             (13)  

Then ),( jif  is a non-noise pixel, it should be retained. Otherwise, ),( jif  is a noise pixel, and it 

should be filtered. 

Filtering the isolated noise pixel From the previous section we know that if the gradient of pixel 

),( jif  does not satisfy α≤∇∑
=

8

1i

if , then ),( jif is a noise pixel. Suppose ),( jig （among which 

1,...,2,1,0 −= mi ，and 1,...,2,1,0 −= nj ） which is the pixel after being processed is corresponding 

to the original pixel ),( jif . Then the value of ),( jig  can be calculated out by the following equation: 
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The amplification principle of pixel threshold From the above analysis, it shows that, in order to 

determine whether ),( jif is a noise or not, we can the gradient of ),( jif and the pixels in its 

neighborhood domain according to the formula (5) - (12). According to whether the gradient 

amplitude satisfying (13), we can identify whether ),( jif  is a noise or not. Therefore, in order to 

identify whether ),( jif  is a noise, we should calculate ),( jif and the pixels in its 33× matrix. The 

range gap between the different 33× matrix in an image is very large, Therefore, it is very difficult to 

determine the thresholdα . If your chosen thresholdα is too smaller, the non-noise whose contrast is 

relatively large is mistakenly identified as a noise. And if your chosen threshold is too larger, the 

noise whose contrast is relatively small is mistakenly identified as a non-noise. Therefore, in the same 

image, we have to choose different threshold value for different 33× matrix domain. So the image 

processing will become more complex. By carefully analyzing we can find that the pixel range in 

different regions of the same image is quite different, but the pixel value in the same 33× matrix 

domain has only very small differences. So far, we can consider to magnify the pixel rang of different 

33× matrix domains in the same image to the same pixel range. So we can select only one threshold 

for different 33× matrix domains in an image. The basic idea of magnification range is that: To unify 

the pixel ),( jif and the eight pixels in its 33× matrix domain that satisfy the equation (13) to the 

same range ),( βα .And its specific amplification is as follows: 
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1, To extract the extremum of a matrix domain: It scans all of the pixels ),( jif in a 33× matrix 

domain, then use (15) and (16) to respectively calculate the pixel range ),( maxmin αα . 
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2, To extract the amplification factor: From the above formula (15) and (16), we can obtained the 

pixel range ),( maxmin αα in a 33× matrix domain. If the uniform range is ),( βα , then the amplification 

factor of the pixel range is as follows:  )/()( minmax αααβ −−=k                                                  (17) 

Among which： minmax αα ≠  

3, To extract the new pixel value： ),( jif is the original value of any pixel in the 33× matrix domain 

that satisfies the formula (4). To identify the noises, its new value ),( jig is calculated as 

follows: kkjifjig **),(),( minα−=                                                                                               (18) 

4, To identify the noises: Assuming threshold of identifying noise isγ , by (18), if the ),( jig  satisfies 

(19), ),( ji is a noise. Otherwise, it is a non-noise. γ≥),( jig                                                          (19) 

Filter Design of filtering algorithm 

Algorithm of noise identification Based on the above analysis, it unifies the pixel ),( jif  and the 

eight pixels in its 33× matrix domain that satisfy the equation (13) to the same range ),( βα . By (19), 

we can determine whether it is a noise or not. The identifying algorithm of pseudocode is as follows: 

1    c[1…9]← { GetPixel(i - 1, j - 1),GetPixel(i - 1, j ), GetPixel(i - 1, j + 1), GetPixel(i , j - 1), 

GetPixel(i , j ), GetPixel(i , j + 1),GetPixel(i + 1, j - 1),GetPixel(i + 1, j ),.GetPixel(i +1, j + 1) } 

2    cr[1…9]←{c[0].R,c[1].R,c[2].R,c[3].R,c[4].R,c[5].R,c[6].R,c[7].R,c[8].R} 

3    cg[1…9] ←{ c[0].G, c[1].G, c[2].G, c[3].G, c[4].G, c[5].G, c[6].G, c[7].G, c[8].G } 

4    cb[1…9] ←{ c[0].B, c[1].B, c[2].B, c[3].B, c[4].B, c[5].B, c[6].B, c[7].B, c[8].B } 

5    kr ← MaxMin(cr[1…9], 9) 

6    kg ← MaxMin(cg[1…9], 9) 

7    kb ← MaxMin(cb[1…9], 9) 

8    If  (kr.max != kr.min) 

        then  fdr ← 1000 / (kr.max - kr.min) 

  zxr ← kr.min * fdr; 

               for  k ← 0 to 9 

               cr[k] ← cr[k] * fdr – zxr  // To enlarge the value of the R of the pixel domain to 0-1000 

9    if  kg.max != kg.min 

          then fdg ←1000 / (kg.max - kg.min) 

zxg ← kg.min * fdg 

                 for   k ← 0 to 9 

                     cg[k] ← cg[k] * fdg – zxg   // To enlarge the value of the G of the pixel domain to 0-1000 

10   if (kb.max != kb.min) 

        then  fdb ←1000 / (kb.max - kb.min) 

 zxb ← kb.min * fdb; 

              for k ← 0 to 9 

                  cb[k] ← cb[k] * fdb – zxb   // To enlarge the value of the B of the pixel domain to 0-1000 

11    if (Abs(cr[4] - cr[0]) > yz && Abs(cr[4] - cr[1]) > yz &&Abs(cr[4] - cr[2]) > yz &&Abs(cr[4] - 

cr[3]) > yz &&Abs(cr[4] - cr[5]) > yz &&Abs(cr[4] - cr[6]) > yz &&Abs(cr[4] - cr[7]) > yz 

&&Abs(cr[4] - cr[8]) > yz)       then  return true 
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12    else if (Abs(cg[4] - cg[0]) > yz && Abs(cg[4] - cg[1]) > yz && Abs(cg[4] - cg[2]) > yz && 

Abs(cg[4] - cg[3]) > yz && Abs(cg[4] - cg[5]) > yz && Abs(cg[4] - cg[6]) > yz && Abs(cg[4] - 

cg[7]) > yz && Abs(cg[4] - cg[8]) > yz)       then   return true 

13    else if (Abs(cb[4] - cb[0]) > yz && Abs(cb[4] - cb[1]) > yz && Abs(cb[4] - cb[2]) > yz && 

Abs(cb[4] - cb[3]) > yz && Abs(cb[4] - cb[5]) > yz && Abs(cb[4] - cb[6]) > yz && Abs(cb[4] - 

cb[7]) > yz && Abs(cb[4] - cb[8]) > yz)       then  return true 

14    else        return false 

Among the algorithm, we will use a function that can return the maximum and minimum value. The 

function must return two values, so we use a structure to store the two values. The structure is defined 

as follows: 

struct Maxm// Define a structure including the maximum and minimum 

{    public int max;    public int min; } 

Accordingly, the algorithm of the maximum and minimum function is as follows: 

1    function  MaxMin(a[1…n], n)    // Extract the maximum and minimum of the array 

2        Maxm dx; 

3        dx.max ← a[0]; 

4        dx.min ← a[0]; 

5        for  i ← 1 to n 

              if (a[i] > dx.max)       then  dx.max ← a[i] 

              else if (a[i] < dx.min)    then  dx.min ← a[i] 

6        return dx 

The image filtering algorithm based on the enlarged pixel domain Based on the above analysis, 

the basic idea of the image filtering algorithm based on enlarged pixel domain is: To identify whether 

),( jif is a noise pixel or not. If it is a noise, then we use the pixel in its 33× matrix domain to 

calculate the noise. Otherwise, we will not change the pixel. So, the image filtering algorithm based 

on enlarged pixel domain is as follows: 

1            for  i ← 1 to Width – 2   // Wdith is the width of processed image 

2                for  j ← 1 to  Height – 2   // Height is the height of processed image 

3                    if   (zaosheng(i, j, 500, box1)) 

4                        then   c1 ←GetPixel(i - 1, j - 1) 

                               c2 ←GetPixel(i - 1, j) 

                               c3 ←GetPixel(i - 1, j + 1) 

                               c4 ←.GetPixel(i, j - 1) 

                               c5 ←GetPixel(i, j + 1) 

                               c6 ←GetPixel(i + 1, j - 1) 

                               c7 ←GetPixel(i + 1, j) 

                               c8 ←GetPixel(i + 1, j + 1) 

                               kr ← (c1.R + c2.R + c3.R + c4.R + c5.R + c6.R + c7.R + c8.R) / 8) 

                               kg ← (c1.G + c2.G + c3.G + c4.G + c5.G + c6.G + c7.G + c8.G) / 8) 

                               kb ← (c1.B + c2.B + c3.B + c4.B + c5.B + c6.B + c7.B + c8.B) / 8) 

                               SetPixel(i, j, Color.FromArgb(kr, kg, kb)) 

Experiment and comparative analysis of the algorithms 

To verify the correctness and effectiveness of the filtering algorithm, we select this experimental 

environment: CPU is AMD Athlon (tm) 64 X2 Dual Core Processor 3600+, its frequency is 2GHz; 

the memory is 1G; Operation system is Microsoft Windows XP Professional Service Pack 3; the 

programming language is Visual C#.net 2005. The experimental image came from the network of 

CHINA MEDICAL IMAGING, and it is a lung image of a woman. The experimental results are as 

follows: 

The figure 2-1 is the experimental results, in which, figure a is the original image including noises, 

figure b is its result after filtering by the median filtering algorithm, and figure c is its result after 

filtering by the image filtering algorithm based on the enlarged pixel domain. 
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It can be seen from Figure 2-1 that the image after being filtered by the median filtering algorithm is 

smoother, and the isolated noises, through its points in the neighborhood can be restrained. But at the 

same time, each pixel in the image itself is not the original pixel, and its value is the value of one of its 

neighborhood pixels. Therefore, some of the information in the image is damaged. At the same time 

there is a certain degree of damage in the edge in the image. It also brought some problems to the 

image segmentation. That is as shown in Figure 2-1 b. After being filtered by the image filtering 

algorithm based on the enlarged pixel domain that is put forward in this paper, the isolated noises of 

the image have been effectively removed, and the information of the non-noises is unchanged. 

Therefore, there is no information is damaged in the image, and there is no edge is damaged in the 

image. That is as shown in Figure 2-1 c. 

       
a. Original image  b. Median filtering algorithm  c. Filtering algorithm of enlarging pixel domain 

Fig 2-1 The filtering experiment 

Conclusion 

It is difficult to select different filtering thresholds in different image regions, because the contrasts of 

different regions are different. Therefore, the edges detected by the traditional detection algorithm are 

much fuzzy, at the same time, the original image has some distortions, because each non-noise pixel 

in the image is not its original pixel, and it is the average or median of pixels of its neighborhood 

domain. After being filtered by the image filtering algorithm based on the enlarged pixel domain that 

is put forward in this paper, the isolated noises of the image have been effectively removed, and the 

information of the non-noises is unchanged. Therefore, there is no edge is damaged in the image, and 

image segmentation is not affected. The research of this algorithm forms the base of the further 

research of image processing. 
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